Do you use Postal Tubes? If the answer is yes then you should consider
switching to Jetbox® - the alternative to mailing and postal tubes
JETBOX®

POSTAL TUBE

Small minimum order quantities

Unstable and difficult to handle

Produced using FSC accredited board – very important in
today’s market

Postal tubes fall into the “uglies” category for some courier companies
and attract an additional cost for manual handling. Some couriers will
not accept them at all.

Produced using board in a factory which is BRC accredited
and approved for direct contact with food products

Take up a lot of storage space
Limited range of sizes

Supplied flat on reels
saving huge amounts of
space in both warehouse
and packing areas

Cannot be cut to length
Slow production
Difficult to dispose of / recycle
End Caps need to be stapled or
secured with sticky tape making
tubes look unsightly

Jetbox® is cut to the exact
length required saving on
excess packaging and
transport costs

Produced from non-FSC accredited
materials
Not approved for direct contact with
food

Jetbox® is square and therefore will run through
couriers automated sorting systems as it will not roll
off the conveyor

Only available in stock sizes and
therefore can be wasteful and
expensive

Currently supplied in four standard sizes:
38mm x 38mm / 48mm x 48mm / 64mm x 64mm
and 76mm x 76mm
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Jetbox®
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Additional Information
Jetbox® Environmental Features
The materials used to produce Jetbox® are fully recyclable. The board
used to make Jetbox® is FSC accredited and suitable for direct contact
with pharmaceutical and unwrapped foods. Jetbox® can be collected
and recycled using normal cardboard reprocessing routes.

Jetlok® End Caps
To overcome the need for sticky tape or metal staples to hold the end
caps onto the tubes, Bell offer Jetlok®. This patented design
provides a secure lock without the need for additional securing
materials. Jetlok® can be opened and closed creating a reusable
postal tube. Jetlok® caps are available in a range of standard sizes
with normal delivery time of 4 weeks.

In addition to the standard push fit end caps supplied for
Jetbox® we are pleased to offer the patented design of Jetlok®
end cap
No. GB2355000). Not only do these give an
Flat
Top(Patent
End Caps
attractive and secure finish they also create a reusable Jetbox®
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as standard
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capsin
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pack.
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flat
top
caps.
These
give
colours with normal delivery time of 4 weeks. an attractive and
secure finish to the square Jetbox® tubing. The end caps can be
supplied in a range of standard colours with normal delivery time of
4 weeks.
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Example Application Areas
Welding rods
Lighting tubes
Storage tubes for maps
Garden products
Candles
Stationery
Wrapping Paper
Golf clubs
Storage tubes for planning charts
Mailing tube for wallpaper
Curtain Poles
Sliding Door Tracking
Flowers
Umbrellas
Gift sets
Posters
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